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ABOUT

5 Owners and Their Horses

Enter the minds of the racing elite and get a glimpse of a world 
rarely seen. Horseracing is one of the world’s oldest and most 
mysterious sports. And now it’s more popular than ever. Go behind 
the scenes and see what motivates these owners who are titans of 
industry, princes and sheikhs, old world aristocracy. See more wealth 
than you’ve ever imagined. See what drives the owners. See which 
horses they choose, which trainers they pay and which jockeys 
they run. They stop at nothing to win. The race is their passion. 
This is the sport of today’s Kings.

5 Jockeys and The Trainers

They awake at 4:00 am and head to the stables. They 
drive their stallions mercilessly to be faster and better - 
sometimes until death. And they love them like their 
own. See their tactics. Learn what makes one training 
school the best one. See why the same great jockeys 
win year in and out. See what makes them winners or 
losers.  Taste their victory. Suffer their defeat. Uncover 
the corruption. Get inside the sport.

The Players

Follow the cast of characters who make horse racing happen

5 Bookmakers who Take the Odds

They know the sport better than anyone. 
They know the fastest horses under the worst 
conditions. They can estimate a win within 1/8 
of a second. They know every horse’s blood-
lines, every trainer and every jockey. They 
know which jockeys are dirty and which use 
steroids. They know if a horse is sick, jittery or 
depressed - just by watching them walk. They 
sell their information or bet on it themselves. 
They broker tips in a world of high stake 
sports. They make a billion dollar market out of 
horse racing and can tumble your odds with 
the uttering of an indiscreet word. Know their 
art. Place your bet.



TV Has Never Been More Real

Where millions are made in seconds

The Dubai World Cup
One Race

The world’s single largest purse
All eyes on one moment in time

A once in a lifetime chance



The world’s single largest purse

Contact Information

Channel Production Films is an independent production 
company, founded by the Emmy award-winning team 
that built NYC TV in New York, leading it to a record 
116 Emmy® nominations and 33 Emmy® awards in five 
years. The company is centered on the documentary 
film and television space and focuses on poignant 
and impactful stories of people and events, which 
have far-reaching, global repercussions yet relay 
an intimate human dimension.

Produced by Arick Wierson & Matthew Tollin, the award-
winning team that leads NYC-TV.
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CHANNEL PRODUCTIONS
78 5th Avenue, 4th Floor
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